


Grows flowers organically on outdoor fields
Rescues flowers from weddings & events; gathers florist overstock; and
gleans other farms’ leftovers
Offers art and arranging programs so people can interact with flowers
Gives away 5,000 bouquets per year to 25 charities (and expanding)

What Cheer Flower Farm has turned abandoned factory land in Providence
into an urban oasis that:

Founded in 2017, as a 501c3 nonprofit dedicated to giving away flowers to
those in need, we’ve discovered flowers have a profound impact. When you
give someone flowers, you are telling them “You count. You are cared for.”  

Flowers heal us and deepen our joy in life.

Everyone deserves a bouquet.



Elder Care

Meals on Wheels of RI
PACE RI
Scalabrini Villa
Steere House

Recovery Centers
Anchor Teen Recovery
Oasis Wellness & 
Recovery Center
SSTARbirth

Social Care
College Visions
FRIENDS WAY
Nonviolence Institute
Youthbuild RI

Shelters & Housing
Crossroads
House of Hope CDC
New Hope Mission
Ronald McDonald House of PVD

Hospitals & Hospice
Butler Hospital
Clinica Esperanza
Community Care Alliance
HopeHealth Hospice
Newport Hospital
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Flower Festival

Tours of flower fields in peak bloom
Floral installations by top designers
Art inspired by the Farm’s flowers

With 700+ attendees in its first year, the Festival
featured:

Art in the Fields

Held free art classes for the community
Attracted dozens of artists on-site
Hosted weekly visits from Cove Center for adults
with autism and behavioral challenges

Thanks in part to Rhode Island Foundation and
RISCA grants, the Farm:

Flower Arranging

Ran posey-making stands at urban events
Supported PACE'S flower arranging programming
for patients with early-stage dementia

Flower arranging relieves stress and brings people
together. The Farm:



Senior centers conduct drawing classes to help with
dementia
Teens at a recovery center create prom boutonnieres
Vulnerable women’s groups – DV survivors and those
who've lost loved ones to violence – hold therapeutic
flower arranging events 
Hospitals use horticultural therapy to reduce patient
stress levels by a reported 27%

How recipients use What Cheer's flowers:

 What surprised me the most was how flowers bring
people in the community together. The sheer joy that we
are able to bring to people is inspiring.”

"
Elizabeth La Chapelle, 2019 Farm Apprentice



In 2019, 196 volunteers worked 1,547
hours (a value of $39,324) to help our tiny
team of just 3.5 staffers run the Farm.

2019 Operating Revenue:
$232, 431

2019 Operating Expenses:
$299, 184

Donations

Flower Festival

Grants Administrative

Fundraising

Programming



Phase I goal: $600,000 (completed 6/19)

Phase II goal: $1.5 million  (12% raised by 12/19)

Land acquisition 
16,000 sqft remediated growing area

Barn build & security
Delivery van
Abatement and removal of hazardous materials
Finalize remediation & create pad-ready site




